
WORKSHOP Nº 6 – 8TH GRADE-    YOUR OWN AND OTHER ABILITIES  

STUDENT: _____________________________________ GROUP: _______ 

GENERATIVE TOPICS AND THROUGHLINES: abilities, actions in past, commands and advices, 

expressing feelings 

VOCABULARIES: verbs, animals,    // can – should -  must  // in, on,  at (prepositions of time) 

 

ACTIVITIES   IN LITERARY CYRCLE: 

1. In each chunk of the story you will find 2 words. Look the meaning in the story and use the 

same meaning of the words to make new sentence for each word given. 24 in total. 

 

2. Read the story and solve the reading comprehension. Use complete answers (short or long) 

 

3. Describe 4 pets of your team or close family. Draw them 

 

4. Solve the worksheet – CAN or   CAN’T 

 

5. Read the article :   Why Should Animals Have Rights? And extract the main ideas 
(five at least) 
 

 
 

*THIS STORY IS AVAILABLE IN:  http://eduteach.es/videos/animated-stories-children/the-

crow-and-the-snake.html 

ROLES IN 
LITERARY 
CIRCLE: 
and the main 
responsibility 

*summarizer: 5 

*vocabulary 
enricher: 1 

*illustrator: 3 

*connector: 5 

NOTE: There is 
one member who 
is the responsible 
for each activity, 
but all the team 
should cooperate 
with all the  
activities. 

Teacher: Nelly Giraldo.  

http://eduteach.es/videos/animated-stories-children/the-crow-and-the-snake.html
http://eduteach.es/videos/animated-stories-children/the-crow-and-the-snake.html


  

1.  
 

 

banyan 
crow 

2.  
 
 

 snake 
bottom 



3.  
 
 

wicked 
crawled 

4.  
 
 

shocked 
missing 



5.  
 
 

screamed 
gobbled 

6.  
 

 

found 
must 



7.  
 

 

flew 
lets go 

8.  
 
 

 

told 
eagerly 



9.  
 

 

queen 
maids 

10.  
 
 

 

stole 
dropped 



11.  
 

 

tried 
beat 

12.  
 
 

 

rid 
ever after 

 

 



Reading comprehension about the story   -      

and extending knowledge 

a. Were the family of crows happy in the tree in the first part of the story? 

__________________________________. 

b. Who lived in a hole at the bottom of the tree? 

__________________________________. 

c. What did the snake do when the crows left their nest? 

__________________________________. 

d. What did the mama crow do to guard its eggs? 

______________________________________________________________. 

e. What did the papa crow suggest? 

______________________________________________________________. 

f. What the family should do? (according to the grandma crow) 

______________________________________________________________. 

g. Did the snake die?  __________________________________. 

h. Did the servants beat the crows?    __________________________________. 

i. How many members were there at the end of the story? 

__________________________________. 

j. What must you do when you see a net?  

_______________________________________________________________. 

k. Should you steal eggs from a net?  And why 

_______________________________________________________________. 

l. Can your pet lay eggs? __________________________________. 

m. What should you do to preserve animal life ? 

_______________________________________________________________. 

n. Which animals do you like more? 

______________________________________________. 

o. Do you have a pet?  __________________________________. 

p. What must this school do with the dogs? 

________________________________________________________________. 

 

 

 

 



 



 

Why Should Animals Have Rights? 

Animal rights activism is based on the idea that animals are sentient and that speciesism is wrong, the former 
of which is scientifically backed — an international panel of neuroscientists declared in 2012 that non-human 
animals have consciousness — and the latter is still hotly contested among humanitarians. 

Animal rights activists argue that because animals are sentient, the only reason humans are treated differently 
is speciesism, which is an arbitrary distinction based on the incorrect belief that humans are the only species 
deserving of moral consideration. Speciesism, like racism and sexism, is wrong because animals popular in the 
meat industry like cows, pigs and chickens suffer when confined, tortured and slaughtered and there is no 
reason to morally distinguish between humans and non-human animals. 

The reason that people have rights is to prevent unjust suffering. Similarly, the reason that animal rights 
activists want animals to have rights is to prevent them from suffering unjustly. We have animal cruelty 
statutes to prevent some animal suffering, although U.S law prohibits only the most egregious, extraordinary 
animal cruelty. These laws do nothing to prevent most forms of animal exploitation, including fur, veal, and foie 
gras. 

Human Rights Versus Animal Rights 

No one is asking for animals to have the same rights as humans, but in an animal rights activist's ideal world, 
animals would have the right to live free of human use and exploitation — a vegan world where animals are no 
longer used for food, clothing or entertainment. 

While there is some debate as to what basic human rights are, most people recognize that other humans have 
certain fundamental rights. According to the United Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights, human 
rights include "the right to life, liberty and security of person.. an adequate standard of living...to seek and to 
enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution...to own property...freedom of opinion and expression...to 
education...of thought, conscience and religion; and the right to freedom from torture and degrading 
treatment, among others."  

These rights are different from animal rights because we have the power to ensure that other humans have 
access to food and housing, are free from torture, and can express themselves. On the other hand, it's not in our 
power to ensure that every bird has a nest or that every squirrel has an acorn. Part of animal rights is leaving 
the animals alone to live their lives, without encroaching on their world or their lives. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-animal-cruelty-127560
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-animal-cruelty-127560
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-a-veal-crate-127712
https://www.thoughtco.com/is-foie-gras-particularly-cruel-127514
https://www.thoughtco.com/is-foie-gras-particularly-cruel-127514
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-will-happen-if-everyone-goes-vegan-127602
https://www.thoughtco.com/definition-human-rights-721488


Online helps: 

1. http://www.aprenderinglesfacil.es/2008/05/preposiciones-de-tiempo-at-in-y-on.html- how to use IN, 

ON AT (TIME EXPRESSIONS). 

2. http://www.englishexercises.org/makeagame/viewgame.asp?id=2573 – EXERCISE: IN -ON –AT 

3. http://www.englishexercises.org/makeagame/viewgame.asp?id=1984 – Exercise: ON-ON-AT 

4. https://agendaweb.org/exercises/verbs/can/affirmative-negative CAN- CAN NOT EXERCISES 

5. http://spot.pcc.edu/map/prev/can-cant.htm  CAN- CAN NOT EXERCISES 

6. http://www.esl-lounge.com/student/grammar/3g2-could-i-could-you.php - COULD  I  or COULD YOU? 

http://www.aprenderinglesfacil.es/2008/05/preposiciones-de-tiempo-at-in-y-on.html-
http://www.englishexercises.org/makeagame/viewgame.asp?id=2573
http://www.englishexercises.org/makeagame/viewgame.asp?id=1984
https://agendaweb.org/exercises/verbs/can/affirmative-negative
http://spot.pcc.edu/map/prev/can-cant.htm
http://www.esl-lounge.com/student/grammar/3g2-could-i-could-you.php

